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Background

Door County is a peninsula on the western 

edge of Wisconsin. It has 300 miles of coastline 
that touches Lake Michigan to the East and the 
Bay of Green Bay to the West. It’s been called 
the ‘Cape Cod of the Midwest’ because of its 
abundance of vacation and second homes. It’s a 
popular destination for visitors and renters.  

This project is inspired by research done by 

UW- Eau Claire professor Ryan Weichelt, who 

studied land ownership in Wisconsin’s 

Northwoods using parcel data. 
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Data Layers

1 Wisconsin Statewide Parcel Layer 

(managed by the State 

Cartographer’s Office)

2 Geolocated point layer of parcel 

owner’s mailing address

3
Polygon layers of US States, 

Wisconsin Counties, Door County 

Municipalities
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Research Questions

● Where do Door County landowners actually live? 

● How much of Door County is locally owned?

● What can parcel attributes reveal about land 

ownership?
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Conceptualization: ER Diagram
Entities:
Door Co Parcels (Polygon)
Owner Mailing Address (Point)
US States (Polygon)
WI Counties (Polygon)
Door Municipalities (Polygon)

Important Attributes
Site Address: Parcel location in 
Door Co
Postal Address: Parcel Owner’s 
Mailing Address
Aux Class: 
Federal/State/County/Exempt 
Value: Assessed tax value of 
parcel
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Conceptualization: Relational Diagram
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Geodatabase

Projection: 3071 NAD 1983 HARN 

Wisconsin Transverse Mercator
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Question: Where do Door County Parcel 
owners actually live?

Using the owner’s mailing address attribute.

Note: Owner mailing address is different from parcel site 

address. The following point layers are from the owner 

mailing address.
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US Distribution
SELECT count(address)
FROM owners;
Result: 40,847

SELECT o.country, 
count(o.geom)
FROM owners as o
WHERE country <> 'USA' 
GROUP BY o.country 
ORDER BY (count) desc;

SELECT count(address), state 
FROM owners
GROUP BY state
ORDER BY count desc;

Count of all points

Count and names of 
Non-US Owners

Count of points in 
US states
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Wisconsin Distribution
SELECT count(s.address) 
FROM owners AS o, states AS s 
WHERE ST_within(o.geom, s.geom) and 
s.name = 'Wisconsin';

SELECT o.ownernme1, count(o.address) 
FROM owners AS o, states AS s 
WHERE ST_within(o.geom, s.geom) and 
s.name = 'Wisconsin'
Group by o.ownernme1
Order by count desc;

Count of points in 
WI (81% of total 
owner points)

Count, owner name 
of distinct owners
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Door County Distribution

SELECT count(s.address) 
FROM owners AS s, counties AS n
WHERE ST_within(s.geom, n.geom) and 
n.county_nam = 'Door';

SELECT o.ownernme1, count(o.geom)
FROM owners as o, parcels as p 
WHERE st_within(o.geom, p.geom)
group by o.ownernme1 
order by count desc;

Count of owner points in 
Door County (55% of total 
owner points)
Implies about half of the land 
in Door County is owned by 
people who live in Door 
County

Distinct Owners from Door 
County
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Percentage of points in each 
state

SELECT count(s.address), 
round((100*(count(s.address)/40847.0)::numeric),2) as 
pct_total , n.name 
FROM owners AS s, states AS n
WHERE ST_within(s.geom, n.geom)
GROUP BY n.name order by (count) desc;
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Percentage of points in each 
Wisconsin County

SELECT count(s.address), 
round((100*(count(s.address)/33188.0)::nume
ric),2) as pct_total , n.county_nam 
FROM owners AS s, counties AS n
WHERE ST_within(s.geom, n.geom)
GROUP BY n.county_nam order by pct_total 
desc;
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Door County Percentages

SELECT count(s.address),round((100* 
(count(s.address)/22544.0)::numeric),2) as 
percent, n.mcd_name FROM owners AS s, 
municipal AS n 
WHERE ST_within(s.geom, n.geom)
group by n.mcd_name order by count desc;

Door County 
Municipalities
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Question: How much of Door County is 
locally owned?

Using the owner’s mailing address, the parcel’s site 
address, and the zipcodes of both attributes to account 
for PO Box mailing addresses
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Defining Local
Parcel Site Address == Owner Mailing Address 
OR
Parcel Zipcode == Owner Mailing Address Zipcode 

PO Box could mean different things. Many 
businesses use po boxes because they receive large 
amounts of mail that won’t fit in a mailbox. Some 
people don’t have mail boxes. Some people who live 
in an area and have a business use a po box as a 
business address to separate their business mail 
from their home, but then they are still local. 
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Distinct Owners

Used ArcGIS PRO 
‘Dissolve’ Tool to merge 
parcels with the same 
owner 

Same as finding distinct 
owner in postgresql

SELECT 
count(distinct(ownernme1)) 
FROM parcels;
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Case Study: Fish Creek 
SELECT count(distinct(ownernme1)) 
FROM parcels;

Distinct parcel owners (26, 017)

Distinct local owners (8, 527) 
(33% of distinct owners)

Public Land: Has an Auxiliary Class 
Of X1, X2, X3, X4 (Federal, State, 
County, Other/Exempt
Example: WI DNR is X2 State Class
Top Right Green Corner is 
Potawatomi State Park (X2)

SELECT count(distinct(ownernme1))
FROM (select ownernme1 from owners
where zipcode=zipcode_1 or 
siteadress=address) owner;

SELECT ownernme1, count(*) 
FROM parcels where auxclass = 'X4' 
or auxclass = 'X3' or auxclass = 'X2' or 
auxclass = 'X1' group by ownernme1 
order by count desc;
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Question: What else can parcel attributes 
reveal about land ownership in Door 
County?

Using the ‘assessed land value’ and ‘assessed area’ 
attributes
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Area 
SELECT sum(st_area(geom)) as area, ownernme1
FROM parcels
group by ownernme1
Order by area desc;

Row = Street polygon (has a null owner name)
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Land Value

SELECT (cntassdval) as cost 
FROM parcels where cntassdval>0 
group by cntassdval order by cost desc;

SELECT round(avg(cntassdval),2) as cost 
FROM parcels where cntassdval>0;

Parcel Value

Average Value 
($198,568.71) 
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Land Value

SELECT round(avg(cntassdvalue),2) 
as cost, placename
FROM parcels 
Group by placename
Order by cost desc;

We can also look at land value 
grouped by municipality
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Conclusions
Where do Door County Parcel Owners Actually Live?

Of 40,847 owner mailing address points;
 33,138 are in Wisconsin (81%)
22, 544 are in Door County (55%)
7,688 are in other US States (19%)
21 are in different countries (.05%) 

How much of Door County is Locally Owned?
Of 26, 017 distinct parcel owners;

8,527 are ‘local’ (33%)
What else can the parcel layer reveal about land ownership?

Acreage per owner
Assessed value per owner
Average assessed value per municipality 
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